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Vacuum formers
Vacuum forming Units

BIOART - 124061    PLASTVAC Carbon
Resistance 110v
BIOART - Plastvac - Carbon Fiber Resistance 110volts
Vacuum forming Units
# 124061  Mfg # P124061

Features:
* Rotating system for fixing the plate. 
* Heating of both sides.
* Carbon Resistance: Rapid and uniform heating of the
plate.
* Most powerful motor on the market (1400w): Automatic
drive.
* Model Carrier with Flat and Caneca function: It avoids
distortions and facilitates the removal of the model.
* With reference to the plates we have a great diversity in
the round and square formats and better, with low cost:
Milky 0.6mm (Polypropylene - PP) Preparation of
provisional.

Technical Characteristics:
* Carbon resistance: uniform plaque maturity;
* Automatic activation of the vacuum;
* Model support combined plane and cup (for use with
spheres);
Available voltages: 110 or 220V
Quantity: 1

US$ 87.00

BIOART - 400104    PLASTVAC Carbon
Resistance 220v
BIOART - Plastvac - Carbon Fiber Resistance 110volts
Vacuum forming Units
# 124061  Mfg # P124061

Features:
* Rotating system for fixing the plate. 
* Heating of both sides.
* Carbon Resistance: Rapid and uniform heating of the
plate.
* Most powerful motor on the market (1400w): Automatic
drive.
* Model Carrier with Flat and Caneca function: It avoids

US$ 94.00
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distortions and facilitates the removal of the model.
* With reference to the plates we have a great diversity in the round and square formats and better, with low cost:
Milky 0.6mm (Polypropylene - PP) Preparation of provisional.

Technical Characteristics:
* Carbon resistance: uniform plaque maturity;
* Automatic activation of the vacuum;
* Model support combined plane and cup (for use with spheres);
Available voltages: 110 or 220V
Quantity: 1

BIOART - 124059    PLASTVAC Vacuum
Forming 110v
BIOART - Plastvac - Vacuum Forming machine
110volts
Vacuum forming Units
# 124059  Mfg # APO70517

Features:
* Rotating  system for fixing the plate. 
* Heating of both sides.
* Carbon Resistance: Rapid and uniform heating of the
plate.
* Most powerful motor on the market (1400w): Automatic
drive.
* Model Carrier with Flat and Caneca function: It avoids
distortions and facilitates the removal of the model.
With reference to the plates we have a great diversity in
the round and square formats and better, with low cost:
* 1.0 / 1.5 and 2.0mm glass (PET-G - rigid): Bruchism
plaque / Space maintainer/ Bite plan / Surgical guide /
Base plate; 0.3mm glass (PVC);
*  Home whitening / Fluoridation Molds; Soft 1.0 / 2.0 and
3.0mm (EVA - gummy) Mouthguard / Relaxing;
* Milky 0.6mm (Polypropylene - PP) Preparation of
provisional.

Technical Characteristics:
Carbon resistance, uniform plaque maturity;
Automatic activation of the vacuum;
Model support combined plane and cup (for use with
spheres);
Available voltages: 110 or 220V;
Weight: 5.4 Kg;
Dimensions: (CxLxH) 24x27x19 cm.
Quantity: 1

US$ 370.00
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  ECCO VACUUM FORMING - ECCO
VACUUM FORMING - ECCO

* Vacuum Forming machine 220volts or 110volts.
* For all thermoplastic laminates.
* Square and round sheets suitable.
* Uniform heating distribution - 2 Year Warranty thermoformer vacuum forming.

Shipping information: 25?21?30cm - 6Kg - 15lb

Code Name Price +
102348 ECCO-VAC - Vacuum Forming machine 110volts - ( Vacuum Former )for all thermoplas... US$ 160.00 +Info

102510 ECCO-VAC - Vacuum Forming machine 220volts - ( Vacuum Former ) for all thermopla... US$ 160.00 +Info

KEYSTONE - 100872  Pressure Dome 5x 5plastics
KEYSTONE - Pressure Dome
Vauum Formiing Units
# 100872 - Mfg # 9594050

Features:
* This new attachment works in conjunction with keystone industries vacuum
formers to create a better fitting dental appliance.
* The dome uses positive pressure during vacuuming, allowing for a form-fitting
mold of thermoplastics.
* The pressure dome hooks into any existing air compressor lines (needs 80 psi
line pressure with 3/8 line) to provide extra pressure when adapting
thermoplastics over an existing model.
* It will fit over any vacuum unit that makes 5"x5" plastics.
* Works great for making laminated mouthguards, heavy-duty splints, hard/soft
dual laminated splints, proflex base plates, model duplication, orthodontic
retainers and more.

Us Dental Depot Is An Authorized Keystone Dealer In Us

US$ 145.00

BIOSTAR - 416696 MiniSTAR S With Scan Technology
BIOSTAR - MiniSTAR S  With Scan Technology ( Vacuum / pressure forming machine )  #
MINISTARBIOSTAR - MiniSTAR With Scan Technology
Vacuum forming Units
# 416696 - Mfg # MINISTAR

US$ 2,900.00
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Features:
The compact pressure moulding unit MINISTAR equipped with scanning technology: scanner reads the coded
material, allowing programming of all important parameters such as heating time, temperature and cooling time.
In other words: precise pressure moulding results are reached in record time thanks to the extremely fast,
patented heater and working pressure of 4.0 bar, adjustable via pressure regulator. New generation equipped
with user-friendly membrane keypad and large display. All operating parameters are monitored and indicated on
the display.

Technical data:
* Power: 230/115/100 V, 750 W
* Working pressure: 0.5 - 4.0 bar
* Dimensions (W × H × D): 500 × 210 × 400 mm
* Weight: 9 kgs
* 3 years warranty, 10 years availability of spare parts

Quantity: 1 per box

 PRO-FORM VACUUM FORMER - KEYSTONE
PRO-FORM VACUUM FORMER - KEYSTONE

The Pro-Form is an economical answer that can still excellently fabricate
most thermoplastic appliances. The all-aluminum construction eliminates
rusting and the heating element is symmetrically engineered for uniform
heat distribution. The hexagonal post keeps the frame from rotating or
sliding.

Specifications:
* Uses 5"x5" resin sheets
* Available in 110 Volt and 220 Volt
* Available in Single and Dual Chambered
* Symmetrical heating system
* Lightweight, rust-free aluminum frame
* Made in the U.S.A.
* 5-year warranty on parts and labor

 PRO-FORM I

Code Name Price +
101208 KEYSTONE - PRO - FORM Single Chambered Vacuum Forming - 110V - made in USA - 5 y... US$ 284.30 +Info

110746 KEYSTONE - PRO - FORM Single Chambered Vacuum Forming - 220V - made in USA - 5 y... US$ 284.30 +Info

PRO-FORM II

Code Name Price +
101209 KEYSTONE - PRO - FORM Dual Chambered Vacuum Former - 110V - made in USA - 5 year... US$ 379.07 +Info
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110747 KEYSTONE - PRO - FORM Dual Chambered Vacuum Former - 220V - made in USA - 5 year... US$ 404.00 +Info

 PROLINE AIR VACUUM 2000 VENTURI - KEYSTONE
PROLINE AIR VACUUM 2000 VENTURI - KEYSTONE

Don?t let the size of this machine misguide you. The powerful pressure unit
provides superior adaptation for dental plastics using laboratory or operatory
internal air compressors. Because the unit has no motor, it is compact and
very quiet. Also, the vacuum pressure from an office compressor is usually
greater than the pressure generated from smaller vacuum units. The greater
the pressure, the better definition and adherence the dental appliances will
have.

Specifications:

*  Can be used to layer appliances
*  Very economical when compared to its European counterparts
*  Uses 5"x5" resin sheets or round resin sheets
*  110 Volt
*  Symmetrical heating system
*  Lightweight, rust-free aluminum frame
*  Made in the U.S.A.
*  5-year warranty on parts and labor

Us Dental Depot Is An Authorized Keystone Dealer In US

Code Name Price +
034-7000470 KEYSTONE - Proline Air Vac 2000 - 110V - - vacuum former - made in usa - 5 year ... US$ 438.92 +Info

034-7000471 KEYSTONE - PRollsine Air Vaccum - 220volts vacuum former - made in usa - 5 year ... US$ 438.92 +Info
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 THE MACHINE - KEYSTONE
THE MACHINE - KEYSTONE  

The Machine has been a staple in Keystone Industries? long-lasting line
of highly recommended vacuum former machines.
The price, features and reliability make it the first choice in dental
vacuum formers. 

The machine has more power than any other dental vacuum former,
which means the production of more accurate and definite dental
thermoplastic appliance.
The aluminum construction is long-lasting, eliminating the possibility of
rust. The heating element is symmetrically engineered for even heat
distribution throughout the thermoplastic material.

This machine is used to process bleaching trays, sports mouthguards,
implant stints, temporary splints, custom impression trays, denture
bases, copings, temporary crowns and bridges and orthodontic
appliances.

THE MACHINE III

Code Name Price +
034-1560010 KEYSTONE - The Machine - III - 110 Volt vacuum forming machine - ( Ex - Kevac ) ... US$ 284.30 +Info

034-7000331 KEYSTONE - The Machine - III - 220 Volt vacuum former machine - ( vacuum forming... US$ 284.30 +Info

THE MACHINE IV

Code Name Price +
34-7000338 KEYSTONE - The Machine IV - 110 Volt vacuum forming machine - ... US$ 384.05 +Info

034-7000339 KEYSTONE - The Machine IV - 220 Volt vacuum forming machine - (7000339) ... US$ 384.05 +Info

BUFFALO- 008-80186 Vac Form Heavy Duty 110V
BUFFALO - EconoVac Vacuum Forming System - 120volts
Vacuum Forming Units
# 008-80186 - Mfg # 3910

Features:
Classic High Performance Vacuum Forming System in Steady and Successful
Service in Thousands of Dental Offices and Labs.

High Performance System
Dual-stage electric vacuum motor provides powerful and immediate suction...
and highly accurate adaptations- no compressed air connections required

Accurate Frame and Alignment System
Spring loaded, self-leveling, gasket-sealed frame handles a variety of 5" x 5"

US$ 426.30
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sheet materials, and the square center post assures smooth operation and guarantees alignment of frame and table.

Heavy Duty Construction
Solid construction (7 " W x 10 " D x 15" H, 32 lbs.) for maximum durability, long life and virtually no maintenance

Convenient and Safe Design
Heater hood rotates behind the center post for safety and convenience, and the compound frame closure latch helps keep
the components cool to the touch during repeated use

Wide Range of Available Accessories
Please see the complete line of Buffalo Dental vacuum forming equipment and supplies including a wide range of Vacuum
Forming Sheets, Block-out Compound, Silicone Spray, Tray Handles, Knives and Burs, the ThermaKnife Thermal
Cutting Knife, and PolyShoK Sports Mouthguard Materials

 

BUFFALO-008-80190 Sta-Vac Premium Electric Vac
BUFFALO - Sta-Vac Premium Electric Vacuum Forming
Machine 110v
Vacuum Forming Units
# 008-80190 - Mfg # 80190

Features:
Improved Classic High Performance Vacuum Forming System that
Allows Both Traditional Flat Table and Accurate Bead Basket
Adaptations.

Specifications:
*  Versatile New convertible - Combination Vacuum Table and Bead
Basket Unique new table design can be used in quick and easy flat
table mode or flipped over and used in the versatile bead basket
mode for infinite model positioning and improved vacuum flow
*  High Performance Electric Vacuum Forming System Dual-stage
electric vacuum motor provides powerful suction and highly accurate
adaptations- no compressed air connections required
*  Accurate Frame and Alignment System Spring loaded, self-leveling,
gasket-sealed frame handles a variety of 5" x 5" sheet materials, and
the square center post assures smooth operation and guarantees
alignment of frame and table
*  Heavy Duty Construction Solid construction (7" W x 16" D x 11" H,
32 lbs.) for maximum durability and long life
*  Convenient and Safe Design Unique housing design prevents
motor contamination, shields heater, and promotes ergonomic
operation

US$ 568.10
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BUFFALO-008-80165 Tray-Vac Vacuum
Forming Machin
BUFFALO - Tray-Vac Vacuum Forming Machine
Vacuum Forming Units
# 008-80165 - Mfg # 80165

Features:
Powerful termo
Great Vacuum Forming Performance and Reliability in a
Budget-Friendly Design.
* Excellent Performance Heavy duty electric vacuum motor
provides powerful and immediate suction... creating
accurate adaptations- no compressed air connections
required.
* Gasket-Free Easy Frame System Spring loaded,
self-leveling, gasket-free frame with clever quick-release
"fingernail-saving" latch securely handles a variety of 5" x
5" sheet materials and maintains excellent alignment with
the flat vacuum table.
* Solid construction (7 " W x 9 " D x 15" H, 17 lbs.) for
improved durability, long life and virtually no maintenance
in a lighter-weight design
* Convenient and Safe Design Heater hood rotates behind
the center post for safety and convenience.

Volts: 120v AC

Size: Small

Weight: Light Weight

Made in USA

US$ 369.35
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